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Abstract

Fluids research often involvesdevelopingtheoriesabout the complex relationshipsbetween multi -
plescalar and vector quantities. We discuss strategies for effectively visualizingco-located vector
fields, enabling the key physical structures of one vector field to be clearly understoodwithin the
context of a related vector field. We describe the range of effects that can be obtained by com-
biningseveral existingflow visualization techniques for thepurposes of analyzingmultiplevector
fields. Results are shown throughtwo distinctly different scientific applications: the visualization
of velocity and vorticity fields in experimentally acquired turbulent boundary layer flow data, and
thevisualization of velocity andmagnetic fields in computational simulationsof astrophysical jets.

1 Introduction

1.1 Experimental Turbulent Flow
Visualization

The study of coherent structures in turbulent boundary layers is an active areaof research. Driven by applications
includingthereduction of turbulent skin-friction drag over aircraft, researchershavelong been interested in developing
a deeper understanding of the key physical features within turbulent flows. Of particular interest is the analysis of
multiple scalar and vector distributions and how the interaction of variables contribute to theories of drag and the
formation of vortex packetswithin a turbulent boundary layer. Thisanalysis remains limited mainly becauseof a lack
of understanding of the complicated interactionsthat occur between thevortices that makeup themotion.

Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (PIV) isatechniquethat can beused to experimentally measureinstantaneous
componentsof avelocity field in aplaneof a turbulent boundary layer in amoderateto highReynoldsnumber flow. In
additionto the experimentally-generated velocity field (−→v ), thevorticity vector field (−→w = ∇×

−→v ) can benumerically
calculated andanalyzed with thevelocity vector field. Whilethisdata is sampled ona2D plane, theresultingfootprint
of themulti -variatedatagivesinsight into thestructure and behavior of the3D flow. Becausetheprocessof knowledge
discovery related to thisapplicationispredicated onthe abilit y to achieve an integrated understanding of theindividual
contribution of each variable and of how the variables interrelate with each other, developing effective multi -variate
visualization methods is of critical importanceto facilit ating the understanding and analysis of results from the PIV
experiments.

1.2 Computational PhysicsVisualization

Current research conducted in thefield of computational physicsfocusesonmodeling 3D magnetohydrodynamiclight
supersonic jets in the context of astrophysical jets in galaxy clusters. Thesehigh-speed jetspropagatedistancesof over
650,000light yearsfrom their sources, transportingenergyandmagnetic fieldsto their surroundingenvironments. The
jet magnetic field is advected alongwith the flow and is expected to reflect properties of the evolving velocity field.
Of particular interest is the extent to which the magnetic field and velocity vector fields are spatially aligned and/or
orthogonal to one another.

In addition to understandingthe relationship of the topology of both vector fields, astrophysicistsare interested in the
interplay between magnetic field strength and the corresponding velocity structures as magnetic field enhancement
naturally results from shear andcompression in theflow.

Detailed studies of these issues help researchers to understand how kinetic and magnetic energy distributions evolve
in these systems and provide insight into the relationships between flow structure and the magnetic fields associated
with observed radio emission. We support this analysis by developing tools that allow the visualization of both fields
simultaneously.
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1.3 Multi-var iateVisualization

Thevisualization of multiple co-located datafieldscan bedonein several ways. Onemethodisto display theindividual
distributions in a side-by-side manner, so that each field can be seen clearly and independently. However, spatial
correspondences between distributions are not easily revealed using this technique. Another approach is to show
multiple fields sequentially in the same space and allow the user to quickly alternate between the images. With this
approach, however, it isdifficult to obtain a reliable, integrated understanding of themultiplefields.

The goal of our research is to explore strategies for developing effective methods for the visual representation of
multiple co-located vector andscalar fields to allow each field to beunderstoodandanalyzed both individually and in
the context of the other. Mining the knowledgebase of previousvisualization research yields important findings and
insight to assist the research of our specific applications. Using these insights, we are able to re-construct, manipulate,
andexpand uponthe existingstate-of-the-art in order to further theprocessof knowledgediscovery related to specific
tasks and conditions. Our present efforts focus primarily on the investigation of methods for effectively visualizing
multiple fields defined over a 2D domain; the problem of effectively visualizing multiple fields defined over a 3D
domain iseven more challenging, andan important areafor futurework.

2 Classifying and Combining
Visualization Techniques

2.1 Classification

We classify existing 2D vector field flow visualizationtechniquesinto oneof threevisually distinct categories: texture-
based, line-based, or glyph-based.

Texture-based techniquesare characterized bya consistent, highly-detailed, and denserepresentation of avector field.
Many texture-based techniqueshavebeen developed for thevisualization of 2D flow as it allows for thefinedetailsof
a vector field to be easily displayed andanalyzed. The pioneering techniqueof “Spot Noise” producesa texture from
weighted and randomly positioned spots deformed in accordancewith the direction of flow [11]. Line Integral Con-
volution(LIC), a widely-used technique, involvesconvolvingawhitenoise input texture alongcalculated streamlines
[1]. Ambiguous flow direction in LIC images can be resolved by animating the texture. Texture synthesis has also
been used to depict a vector field [7].

Line-based techniques involve the display of elongated streamlines – segments that are everywhere tangent to the
vector field. These images are fundamentally different than the images created with texture-based techniques as
streamlines can be visually traced over a long distance, and line-based images are more sparse than textures. While
streamlinesgive aglobal senseof flow by depicting pathsalongthevector field, flow direction isnot alwaysapparent.
Additionally, locatingan advantageous small number of critical li nes representingtheflow can be a challenging prob-
lem. Turk and Banks developed a technique for achieving an evenly spaced field of streamlines, based onthe use of
an energy function to guidethe placement and growth of the lines [8].

Glyph-based techniquesare characterized by theuse of repeatable icons that can expressvarioustypesof information
about the flow, including flow orientation. The most basic technique is the use of hedgehogs (sometimes referred to
as vector plots) – short line segments or arrows aligned with the flow direction at regularly or randomly distributed
locations. Glyphsprovide the abilit y to depict flow direction by using the glyphshape or a luminanceramp. We also
include in thiscategory techniquesthat involveplacing glyphsalongcalculated streamlines.

2.2 Combining Multiple Images

Transparency or layeringisoneof themost effectivemethodsto portray relationshipsbetween overlayingcomponents.
Kirby et al. introduced a methodinspired by the layering techniquesused in oil paintings to visualize componentsof
2D flow data [5]. Interrantehasused transparent stroked textureson 3D surfaces superimposed over underling opaque
structures [3]. Weigle et al. demonstrated a texture generation technique, based on the layering of oriented slivers,
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using orientation and luminanceto encode multiple overlappingscalar fields [12]. Hotz et al. vary the input texture
density andspot sizein addition to kernel length and overlay sparse LIC images to visualizefeaturesof a tensor field
[2]. Our research is inspired by these techniques, andseeks to expandthe applicationsof layering in the visualization
of multiple related vector andscalar fields.

Figure1: Different 2D vector visualization techniquesapplied to thevisualization of two co-located vector fields.

3 Dual Vector Fields

Considering onesamplefrom each of thethreevisually distinct methodsfor vector field visualization(texture, line and
glyph) we exploretherangeof effectsthat can be achieved usinglayered combinationsof these approachesto visualize
two different, co-located vector fields (figure 1). For the texture-based sample, we use LIC – the most widely used
texture-based approach. For the glyph-based sample, we create an image by repeatedly texture mappinga comet-like
glyphalongthick, equally spaced streamlines. This results in a sequenceof glyphs that is continuous in the direction
of the flow. The line-based sample is created using the source code supplied by the authors of the equally-spaced
streamline technique[8].
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One of the primary goals in each of the applications is to depict the key physical structures of one vector field in the
context of the key physical structures in another. Therefore, it is highly desirable to be able to easily differentiate
between the visual representations of each field and to easily identify each distribution. This processbecomes more
complicated when the same representational technique (e.g. line, texture or glyph) is applied to each field. While a
supplemental visual variable, such as color, could be used to distinguish the two representations, we would ideally
prefer to be able to reserve theuse of color for the communication of related, co-located scalar quantities.

The problem of differentiating between each vector field is ill ustrated on the left hand side of figure 1. The com-
bination of two texture-based techniques (upper left) provides a rich representation in which both vector fields are
visible, particularly in regions where the vector field orientations are not aligned. However, it becomes challenging
to distinguish the two datasets in regions where the orientations are aligned as it is difficult to determine which field
is being represented by which texture at any given location. Both the glyph and line techniques utili ze an inherently
sparse streamline spacing that leaves empty spacein the image. Combining two sparse techniques creates in a large
amount of negative spacewhich can result in a lost opportunity to represent fine details of the vector fields. When
two glyph-based techniquesare overlaid (center left image of figure 1), maintaining good visual continuity or “good
continuation” in thedirection of theflow in each field becomesa challenge, particularly when theglyphsareseparated
by a nontrivial amount of empty space. When two line-based techniques are overlaid (lower left image of figure 1),
the continuity of streamlines is maintained; however, the accidental patterns of intersections between streamlines in
different vector fieldscan lead to visual artifacts that may cause an inaccurateperception of thedata (figure2).

Figure2: Combiningstreamlinerepresentationscan lead to visual artifacts. Top: Two streamlineimagesare combined.
Bottom: the artifact caused by intersectingstreamlines ishighlighted

When adifferent representational approach isused for each field, theprimary challengeis to appropriately balancethe
visual prominenceof each representation, so that neither overwhelms the other in the combined presentation. Figure
3 ill ustrateshow different representationscan be mademoreor lessprominent by altering the contrast and luminance
values prior to layering the two images. Similarly, differences in line thicknesscan be used to make one vector field
moreprominent when displayed with another (figure4).

In our experience, particularly goodresults can be achieved by layering a relatively sparser, higher contrast, glyph
or line-based representation of one field over a relatively denser, lower contrast, texture-based representation of the
other field. The high contrast between the glyph or line elements and the background or empty space enables them
to maintain their visibilit y when superimposed over the textured background; the relatively sparse distribution of the
glyph or line elements in the top-layer flow isnecessary to enable thesimultaneous, effortlessappreciation of theflow
that isportrayed ontheunderlying layer.
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Figure 3: Different representationscan be emphasized by altering luminancepropertiesof individual representations
prior to image compositing. In the sequencefrom left to right of imagesabove, the glyphsbecomebrighter while the
texture becomes darker. When the glyphs are very subtle (left image), the vector field represented by the texture is
moreprominent. When the contrast between thewhiteglyphsandthedarkened texture ismoreobvious(right image),
thevector field represented by theglyphs ismoreprominent.

Figure4: Differences in line thicknesscause onevector field to appear moreprominently than theother.

Next we ill ustrate methods that allow for two different representationsto be combined in such a way that each repre-
sentation remainsdistinct and visually separable.

3.1 Overlay

In figure 5, two representations are combined using a screen overlay method. This method is similar to a standard
image multiplication operation but operates on the additive inverse of each input image. Specifically, if D(x,y) is
the output image and A(x,y) and B(x,y) are the respective input images, and we assume that each pixel intensity is
between 0.0 and 1.0, the screen overlay operation isdefined as

D(i, j) = 1.0− (1.0−A(i, j))∗ (1.0−B(i, j))

Applying this formula allows the intensities of the underlying texture image to show throughin the places where the
overlying glyph image contains empty (black) space. Of note in figure 5 is that the two vector fields can be easily
distinguished not only where their orientations are nearly orthogonal, but also in the places (such as the upper right
corner) where their orientationsare nearly aligned. It is precisely to enable these sorts of comparisonsof the relative
alignmentsof the two fields that wepursuethese investigationsof methodsfor their combined portrayal.
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Figure5: Glyph-texturemapped streamlinesoverlaid ona LIC texturemapped background

3.2 Embossing

In the overlay method, we primarily rely on luminancedifferencesto distinguish the overlying glyph or line elements
from the underlying texture image. Embossing is an alternative technique that can be employed to distinguish an
overlaid imagefrom an underlyingimage[9]. In thismethod, each element of theoverlayingimage isgiven a distinct
3D visual appearance, in order to enable the elements to perceptually group preferentially with each other and at the
sametime jointly segregate from thebackground.

Embossing algorithms simulate astandard lighting equation with a single point light source. While this method is
highly effective in many situations, artifacts can arise when attempting to embossvector fields, particularly when the
vectorsareoriented in thesamedirectionasthelight source. To sidestep thisproblem, weimplemented the embossing
usingtwo different lights in theplane: onefrom asourcedirectly abovetheimage, and onefrom asourcethat isabove

Figure6: Embossingwith different light source anglesonstreamlines (toprow) and glyphs(bottom row). Left: Light
source from directly above (90 degrees). Vectors vertically oriented aren’ t ill uminated well . Middle: Light source
from 45 degrees. In this case, the representation of the diagonally oriented vectors suffers. Right: Both light sources
combined.
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and to the right of the image, i.e. at a 45 degree angle to the image. The combination of these directions gives the
impression of abroad light comingfrom “above.” Thisproducesthevisual effect of the embossed imagebeingraised
from the surface. We create the composited image on a pixel-by-pixel basis by sampling from the appropriate input
image, depending onthe orientation of the flow at each point (taking care to always sample from an image that was
created usinga light sourcedirection that isnot aligned with thevector field). Regionsof transitionare alphablended
between the two images(figure6).

Where it is relatively straightforward to emboss streamlines and glyphs, dense textures typically do not contain a
sufficient amount of empty spacewithin the image in which to portray the result of the shading equation. Textures
can be embossed by utili zing an algorithm that createsa sparse texture to which the embossingalgorithm can then be
applied (figure7).

Figure7: Embossingatexture. Top: A sparsetexturein which the effectsof an embossingalgorithm can beperceived.
Bottom: An embossed sparse texture combined with a LIC texture.

An embossed image can be overlaid onanother imageby adding the intensities in the two imageson a pixel-by-pixel
basis, and then subtracting the value that the backgroundcolor takes in the embossed image. This is equivalent to
increasing the intensity in the non-embossed image at the points where the intensity in the embossed image is above
average, and decreasing the intensity in the non-embossed image at the points where the intensity in the embossed
image is below average (figure 8). The embossing, in effect, gives a visual distinction of an applied 3D lighting
equationand isvisually separable from thenon-embossed image.

As the initial results of layering a relatively sparse (glyph-like or streamline representation) of one vector field over
a denser texture-based representation of the other vector field appear particularly promising, we use this approach to
demonstrate the effectiverepresentation of two different, related vector fields in two scientific applications.
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Figure 8: Distinguishing different fields by embossing. Top: embossed texture composited with glyphs. Middle:
embossed streamlinescomposited with texture. Bottom: embossed glyphscomposited with texture

4 Application 1:
Experimental Turbulent Flow

We use the methodsdescribed to visualizedata acquired from experimentally generated dual plane PIV experiments.
Our goal is to further understand the relationship between the vorticity vector field, velocity vector field, and 2D and
3D swirl strength scalar distributions.

Understandingthe coincidenceof thevelocity and vorticity fieldsisof interest to anumber of investigators, particularly
in conjunction with the visualization of vortex core locations. These visualizations allow for the analysis of several
terms such as (−→v ×

−→w ), called the Lamb vector, and (−→v ·
−→w ) which is proportional to helicity, both of which have

been suggested as possible descriptors of vortex tubes [6]. By visualizing multiple quantities, we are able to better
developtheoriesabout the integrated system, not just individual componentsof thedata.

4.1 Swir l Strength

In an effort to understand and identify the subtle components of fluid dynamics, a number of vortex identification
methods have been developed. Jeong and Hussain [4] indicated that the second invariant of the velocity gradient
tensor, λ2, is a quantity that measures the dominanceof vorticity over strain and proposed that it could be used as a
criterion to identify vortices. Zhouet al. [13] suggested the use of the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue(λci)
of the velocity gradient tensor to visualizevortices. This value is referred as the local swirl strength of the vortex. In
the calculationspresented in thispaper, we use theZhouet al. definition.

A simplified version of swirl strength using a 2D velocity gradient can be computed to identify vortex cores. This
quantity isreferred to asthe2D swirl scalar field andis limited to identifying vortex coresthat areoriented in aposition
normal to the sampling plane. Dual plane PIV is an extension of single plane PIV in which velocity componentsare
measured in two planes simultaneously. This allows for all 3D velocity gradient measurements to be calculated. The
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Figure 9: Visualization of multiple scalar and vector fields from a dual plane PIV experiment. The underlying LIC
texture represents the velocity vector field. The field of glyphs represent the vorticity vector field. 2D swirl strength
(red) and 3D swirl strength (blue) are represented in color. The combination of variableswithin asingle image allows
for the analysisof the contributionsof each of the individual componentsto thepotential of a vortex core.

corresponding 3D swirl scalar field is a measure of the existenceof a vortex core in any orientation. The 2D and 3D
swirl distributionsare further discussed in conjunctionwith velocity and vorticity vector fields in the next section.

4.2 Vorticity, Velocity and Swir l Strength

We first analyze the in-plane velocity vector along with the 2D and 3D swirl fields. The velocity vector field is
visualized using a LIC texture and the 2D and 3D swirl variables are encoded in color using a technique that maps
each color to alternatingstreamlines to avoid the ambiguity that occurswhen colorsare mixed [10]. The LIC texture
serves as a methodto convey the underlying vector field while simultaneously providing the means to distribute the
color representingadditional scalar fields.

The velocity vector field is obtained by subtracting the mean streamwise velocity from the in-plane velocity compo-
nent. Thus, the locations of critical points are subject to the relative velocity of the observer and are not germane to
the analysis in this example. Swirling streamlines in the vicinity of the areaof high swirl strength will only occur in
thevicinity of theparticular vortex cores that convect at a ratesimilar to themean streamwise velocity.

Analyzing the relationship between the 3D swirl and 2D swirl components leads to a valuable understanding the of
the orientation of a vortex core. As 3D swirl is calculated using all gradient components, it can accurately measure
the potential of a vortex core at any orientation to the referencing plane. The 2D swirl distribution only measures the
swirl of avortex corethat isoriented orthogonal to theplane. Accordingly, 2D swirl ispresent only wherethereisalso
significant 3D swirl.

To developan understanding of how thevorticity vector field contributesto thephenomenon of swirl strength and the
potential for a vortex core, we screen overlay the velocity vector field LIC imagewith aglyph imagerepresenting the
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vorticity vector field (figure 9). Using the result of this image, we are able to analyze the relationships between the
velocity and vorticity vector fields in a uniqueway that lends insight to how these two componentsinterrelate.

The thicknessof the glyphs is defined to be directly proportional to the in-plane vorticity magnitude. The two vector
fields reveal zones where velocity and vorticity are nearly perpendicular (lower left and lower right of figure 9) and
nearly parallel (leftmost zone of 3D swirl). The region exhibiting strong 2D swirl also contains strong in-plane
vorticity, asevidenced bythick glyphs, andadditional 3D swirl, suggestingavortex corethat is inclined at asignificant
angle to the measurement plane. The remaining zones of 3D swirl that lack a prominent indication of 2D swirl
represent coreswhosevorticity ismore closely aligned with themeasurement plane. Theglyphsgivethepredominant
vorticity direction of the core.

The integrated visualization of these components allows for vorticity direction and magnitude to be correlated with
the direction of a vortex core delineated by swirl strength. Effectively combining techniques for the visualization of
multiple vector and scalar fields allows for a better understanding of the complicated interactions that occur between
thevortices.

5 Application 2:
Computational Physics

Themodeling of magnetohydrodynamic light supersonic jets in the context of astrophysical galaxy clusters isan area
of activeresearch in thefield of computational physics. In additionto thevelocity field, physicistsare concerned with
the magnetic vector field advected by these supersonic jets and are interested in analyzing the relationship between
both vector fields. Developingadeeper understanding of therelationship between thevector fields’ topology, magnetic
field strength, andcorresponding velocity structuresresults in agreater understandingabout how kinetic andmagnetic
energy distributionsevolvein thesesystemsandcontributesto the explanation of radioemissionsthat can bephysically
observed.

5.1 Magnetic Induction

Given a magnetic field −→
B , and a vector field −→v , changes in magnetic field can be calculated from the ideal magnetic

inductionequation:

∂−→B
∂ t

= ∇× (−→v ×
−→
B )

This equation describes how motions of a perfectly conducting fluid change the magnetic fields contained therein.
By examining the magnitude of this vector, we examine correlations between increases in magnetic field strength
and anticipated shear or compression regions in the velocity field. Simultaneous visualization of all components of
the velocity field and the rate of change of the magnetic field strength enables us to locate regions of active field
enhancement, distinguish newly-magnified fields from those advected along with the plasma, and identify velocity
structures that generate enhanced fields.

5.2 Multi-var iateVisualization

Throughsimultaneousvisualization of thesimulated velocity andmagneticfields, wehavebeenableto identify several
regions of magnetic field enhancement and their antecedent velocity structures. We first visualize the velocity field
usingahigh-frequency LIC texturewith themagnitudeof themagnetic inductionequationrepresented in color. Next,
the streamlinesof the magnetic vector field are applied using the embossing technique introduced in section 3.2. The
magnitudeof themagnetic field is visualized using the thicknessof the texture. Theresult is shown in figure10.
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Figure 10: Visualization of multiple scalar and vector fields within a magnetohydrodynamic supersonic jet. The
underlying LIC texture depicts the velocity vector field. The embossed streamlines represent the magnetic vector
field. Purple (negative) and orange (positive) colors are used to represent the magnitude of the magnetic induction
vector. Thevisualization of thevector andscalar fields in combinationallows for advanced study of the correlation of
variableswithin a magnetohydrodynamicsupersonic jet.

Careful analysis of figure 10 reveals that there are regions of high magnetic field strength obviously correlated with
particular velocity structures such ashigh-speed flows, flow compression, andshearing between flow structures. Areas

in which there exist positive regions of magnetic induction ( ∂
−→B
∂ t ) indicate regions of magnetic field amplification.

Regions of alignment of the magnetic vector field and the velocity field are a result of shear enhancement of the
magnetic field. There are, however, additional magnetic enhancementswith which the velocity field is not obviously
causally connected. Moreover, there are many instances in which the magnetic field is unaligned or even orthogonal
to the velocity field. This observation runs contrary to theoretical expectations, assuming shear is the dominant form
of magnetic field amplification.

An understanding of the processes of magnetic field amplification and their relationship to flow velocity is important
to astronomers sincethese magnetic structuresare responsible for the observed radio emission characteristic of these
systems. Throughsimulationsandadvanced visualizationtechniques, we expect to learn more about what observations
of radio galaxiescan tell usabout the physicsgoverningtheir evolution.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our main goal in this work has been to explore the development of visualization methods that can provide adeeper
and more comprehensive understanding of the key interrelated features in coincident vector fields, augmented with
the simultaneous display of related coincident scalar quantities. Our investigationshave been driven by the needs of
two important and diversescientific applications: experimental investigationsby aerospace engineers into thephysics
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of turbulence, and the computational modelingand simulation byastrophysicistsof the behavior of supersonic jets in
galactic clusters. In each of these applicationareas, wehavedemonstrated how our developed techniquesfacilit ate the
processof scientific inquiry. In futurework, weplan to expand our investigationsto consider awider variety of texture
patterns, beyondLIC. We are also consideringemploying techniques to explore the potential effectivenessof various
alternativemethodsfor simultaneously portrayingmultiple co-located vector andscalar fields in 3D.
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